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“We have two ears and one mouth so we can listen twice as much as we speak.”
Epictetus, ancient Greek philosopher
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A Courageous Heart Can Change the World

Compassionate Listening is a practice that integrates cognitive awareness with the wisdom of the heart and body. It fosters a quality of listening that helps create a safe setting for people to express themselves honestly and fully in search of their deepest truth.

Our practice is ultimately about healing our way to wholeness. We believe that by opening and changing our hearts, we can contribute to changing the world – one person at a time. These are lofty ideals that require a commitment to the practices of Compassionate Listening skills without attaching to any particular outcome.

The word compassion literally means to suffer with. To feel that depth of connection to another we must find the place within us that also suffers. This requires the courage to look honestly and respectfully at our own pain – and the ability to hold it with care when it emerges. This is what we, as Compassionate Listeners, courageously practice and offer to others.

We know that within each individual is the essence of love and compassion. But as we move along our life journey, we suffer – whether from the pain of judgment, self-doubt, physical or mental abuse, or from the impacts of injustice, racism, war and poverty. Over the years, we have all developed layers of armor to protect ourselves. And that armor may manifest in one of many behaviors - perhaps as anger, blame, cynicism, physical attack or withdrawal. Unfortunately, as we arm ourselves against others, we may also close ourselves off to the gifts of our deepest essence, allowing our heart to shrivel and harden.

In the process of protecting ourselves, we also may commit the disservice of weaving together negative stories about ourselves or about the “other” who has harmed us. We may repeat the stories often and truly believe them. Sometimes these stories are about us as “victims” and the other person as “victimizer,” leaving little room for a different truth to emerge. Unfortunately, these negative stories can deplete our physical and mental energy and block access to our greatest asset – the wisdom of our hearts.

You might imagine the metaphor of bricks and mortar when thinking about this. The bricks refer to the specific incidents that caused us pain, often in our early years. And the mortar represents the stories we tell ourselves about these events that keep the bricks impermeable and locked in place. The structure we create can contribute to a physical sensation of feeling weighed down, isolated and stuck.

Our work in Compassionate Listening is to re-open and strengthen the pathways back to our hearts, particularly when we’re upset or in the heat of conflict. We seek to soften the mortar enough to enable our hearts to soften and expand, allowing for mental clarity and a new perspective to emerge. Whether you’re challenged by your own self-judgments or by conflicts within your family, workplace or community, these practices can provide a solid foundation for bringing greater peace into your life. Learn more about our work and history at www.compassionatelistening.org
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